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Summary
The visual system has an mcred1ble difficult job It has to take the light that reaches

our eyes, translate it mto electric pulses that travel back and forth through the bram and

combme and mterpret them m a way that coherently represents the environment around

us And all that m just a hundred milliseconds' It is such a difficult and energy consummg

task that we cannot even fully perceive the whole world around us Our visual system

resources are limited and as a consequence, we cannot process all the mformat10n that

reaches our retma at once At any given moment m time we have to make a selection out of

all the stimuli that reach our eyes, which one is the one that should be processed m detail,

and which ones are not that relevant and thus can be processed later in time? So, how does

our bram allocate these limited resources? Throughout this thesis we used recordmg,

analysis and electrical st1mulat10ntechmques in order to gam understandmg on how the

propagat10n of activity between areas of the visual cortex can mfluence both the

d1stribut10n of attent10nal resources and as the content of our awareness

In Chapter 2 we hypothesized that the state of the cortex might determme the

efficiency of the propagatwn of activity from lower to higher cortical areas and thereby

the emergence of awareness We found evidence that indicates that whether a

stimulus enters mto awareness depends on a number of successive processmg

stages whose configuration depends on the precise task The stimulus first needs to

reach higher cortical areas and weak stimuli can therefore remam subhmmal when

it gets lost m lower bram areas. However, even if the stimulus reaches the higher

visual areas rt may fail to inmate the recurrent mteract10ns between higher and

lower areas that are necessary for the "1gmt10n" stage that enables consc10us

perception

In Chapter 3 we tested the hypothesis that feedback connections from V4 may gate

the access of neuronal activity in lower visual areas mto awareness or may cause shifts of

visual attent10n To this aim we electrically stimulated V4 and probed the effects on the

perception of phosphenes evoked m Vl or on the perceptwn of a contrast change of a visual

stimulus We did not observe an effect ofV4 MS on behav10ral thresholds in either task,
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which implies that subthresholdMS m V4 neither has a strong impact on the sensitivity for

Vl-mduced phosphenesnor on the distribution of attention These negative results leave

still an open question, which is whether feedback from area V4 could have an mfluence in

facihtatmg the access of certam stimuh to awareness based on their features

In Chapter 4 we study how visually evoked actrvity propagates through the cortex

by stimulating the visual cortex while recordmg and stimulating areas Vl and V4 We found

that electrical activity evoked by MS under a demandmg cognitive task propagates through

the visual cortex both m feedforwad and feedback directions, but with different properties

and dynamics Feedforward pathways are susceptible to both fast and slow changes m

actrvrty while feedback connections filter out fast changes and convey only slow

modulations of neural activity In particular V4 MS resulted ma reduction of activity m Vl,

most likely as a result of a reduction of activity in V4 itself In addition, the propagation in

both feedback and feedforward directions showed an interaction with the figure stimulus m

a figure-ground segregation task All together, these results suggest that dunng a figure

ground segregation task there is a feedback contribution from V4 to Vl all over the visual

field even m the absence of a relevant stimulus

In Chapter 5 we studied the oscillatory signature of feedforward and feedback

connections First, our results demonstrate that y-waves start m layer 4, the input layer of

cortex, and are then propagated to the superficial and deep layers a-Waves are initiated in

layers 1, 2, and 5, the targets of cort1co-cort1calfeedback connections in Vl and propagate in

the opposite direction, toward layer 4 Second, simultaneous recordmgs in Vl and V4

showed that the y-rhythm propagates from Vl to V4,whereas the a-rhythm propagates in

the opposite direction Third, electrical m1crost1mulat10nprovided the first causal evidence

that feedforward processmg mduces v-oscillattons ma higher visual area and that feedback

causes «-activrty ma lower area Fourth, we found that local application of blockers of the

NMDA-receptor, which is important for feedback effects, suppressed œ-oscillattons and

enhanced v-oscillations Taken together, these results provide strong evidence for the

opposite directionality of a- and v-oscrllatrcns All mall, we provided four convergent Imes

of evidence that the y-rhythm rs a signature of feedforward processmg, whereas the a

rhythm mdexes feedback effects


